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2nd Witness Statement of Barry Moss
Date signed: 26th July 2021

IN THE MATTER OF THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO UNDERCOVER POLICING

I, Barry Moss, c/o Designated Lawyers, PO Box 73779, London VVC1A 9NL, WILL
SAY AS FOLLOWS:

1. This witness statement is made in response to a Rule 9 request dated 12
November 2020. It provides my full recollection of my time as a Detective Chief
Inspector within the Special Demonstration Squad ('SDS) of the Metropolitan
Police Service ('MPS').

2. I provided a statement to the Inquiry dated 7' January 2019, which covers
some of the preliminary information below. However, I repeat the preliminary
details herein for ease of reference.

3. I am known in this Public Inquiry by the nominal HN218. When I joined Special
Branch ('SB'), my rank was Detective Constable, and when I retired from the
MPS it was Commander.

Personal details

j

4. My name is Barry Moss and my date of birth is

•
1945,
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1
Police career before and after serving with the Special Demonstration Squad
5. I joined the MPS in September 1964 and SB in January 1968. On joining SB I
was a Detective Constable, posted to a team who were monitoring Communist
activity in the Barnet and South Hertfordshire area. I was recruited to the SDS
as a Detective Constable in the Spring of 1968, and served as a UCO in the
SDS for approximately six months (as detailed in my first witness statement).

6. At the time I joined SB, and until approximately the mid-1980s, promotion and
movement within the Branch was fairly informal. There was an expectation that
when you joined it was a 'job for life', and you would remain in SB until
retirement unless you were disciplined and dismissed, or chose to leave. The
Chief Superintendents met with the Commander every few months, and they
would decide if officers needed to move, and where they needed to move to.
SB officers had no choice in the matter, and would not have questioned orders
from a senior officer to move teams. I know this from when I was involved in
such discussions later in my SB career. At this time, lateral movements were
relatively informal. Promotion was through the formal MPS promotion boards,
and an SB officer would generally move to a different squad on promotion.
There was more structure in the accelerated promotion scheme, which I took
part in, as you were moved around the main areas of SB after the year at
Bramshill. The reason for this was to expose the accelerated promotion
graduates to as much of the work of SB as possible.
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7. After leaving the SDS, I attended Bramshill police college for a year as part of
an accelerated promotion scheme. After completing the course, I returned to
SB undertaking routine work on all of the main SB squads. I cannot at this
stage remember which order I rotated through the squads. I was then promoted
to Detective Inspector(DI') and worked first on the Irish Squad, and then spent
three years on Ports (during which time I received a commendation). I left SB
for four years, and was a DI in the Criminal Investigation Department ('UD')
before being promoted to Detective Chief Inspector ('DCI').

8. In February 1980, I returned to the SDS as the DCI for a year. After my year
as the DCI, I was promoted to Superintendent, and retained responsibilities for
the SDS (as well as other SB responsibilities). At that time, Trevor Butler
replaced me as DCI on the SDS. I ceased to have any responsibility for the
SDS in January 1982 when I was posted to the SB squad dealing with
international terrorism, specifically the Middle East (E squad) from January
1982 to March 1983 and then the European Liaison Section until August 1984.

9. From August 1984 to March 1985 I was in the Anti-Terrorist Branch. I was
promoted to Chief Superintendent and worked in the uniformed branch of the
MPS from March 1985; I was initially based in Fulham Police Station and then
I moved to Kingston.

In 1990, I was promoted to Commander, with a

responsibility for the North East of London. In 1991 I returned to SB as one of
the two Commanders in SB, but I did not have responsibility for the SDS. In
1995 I became Commander Operations in SB, whose remit included the SDS
amongst other matters.
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10.In October 1996, responsibility for SB was reassigned to Commander level, and
I became head of SB. I remained in that role until my retirement in 1999. I had
a full and varied career in the MPS.

1 1.1 had not done any undercover policing prior to my six-month deployment as a
UCO in the SDS in 1968. I did not undertake any undercover policing, or adopt
a cover identity, during my time as a DCI in the SDS.

12.1 am asked about events which took place many years ago, and it may be that
m y memory is not perfect. I should add at this stage that because of my time
as a UCO, and as a DCI, together with my role as a Superintendent and
ultimately as Commander, I experienced the SDS from different perspectives.
As a result of the passage of time, it is sometimes difficult to know in which role
I became aware of certain things. I have sought to be as precise as possible,
but I am sometimes unsure if I knew something as a DCI or whether my
knowledge is informed by what I learned later in my MPS career.

Selection for the Special Demonstration Squad
1 3.1 first heard about the SDS when I was recruited to join the unit, at the time of
its inception, in 1968. I presume that I was initially selected for the SDS
because I was a new recruit, and therefore was not known to be a SB officer.

14.1 came to be selected for my role as a DCI because the Commander Operations
at the time — John Wilson — knew me from other areas of SB where we had
worked closely together on a few occasions. When I left SB for the CID, I had
made it known that I would like to re-join SB if a suitable post arose. I therefore
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assume he thought I was suitable for the role. I did not apply for the role, but I
was told on my first day back at SB that I was going to be in charge of the SDS.

15.1 joined the SDS on two occasions. The first occasion was as a UCO in 1968,
the second was as a DCI in 1980(as set out in paragraph 4 above). I rejoined
because I had been on the accelerated promotion course, and thereafter been
sent to CID

presumably with a view to broadening my policing experience. I

wanted to come back to SB and this was the role allocated to me on my return
in 1980.

Dates of Service
16.The Inquiry inform me that it is understood that I served in the SDS as the DCI
from 1980 to 1981. I am referred to UCPI0000028813, and asked if I can be
any more precise. UCPI0000028813 is a Security Service note dated 24th
March 1980 and refers to a meeting on 17th March 1980. In the note, I am
described as "the new head of SDS", which is accurate. The Inquiry also draw
UCP10000028816 to my attention, which is a note dated 1st August 1980 where
I am present, together with DI Butler, at a meeting with the Security Service. I
had left the SDS by the time of the Security Service and SDS liaison of 3rd
February 1981 (UCPI0000028817). I would have expected to have attended
were I still the DCI in the SDS, which accords with my memory that I was in
charge of the SDS for approximately one year.

1 believe that the Security

Service, in UCPI0000028817 have noted the SDS officers' ranks incorrectly.
Trevor Butler would have been ADC, as he would have adopted that role on
m y departure (MPS-0728962-4), and

HN68

would have been ADI.
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Trevor Butler took overfrom me as the DCI of the SDS when I left on prOmOtton
-2„
to Superintendent

17

have been referred to three documents,
M
. . . referenced MPS-0735902,
,
, 0735903 and MPS-0735904, all of which are dated 1971 and concern re,porting
on the International Socialists I am asked by the Inquiry ho
2, on SOS reports when I. was
in the SOS, Which I can explain in the.
„ not an
„ officer
.
following way. I was briefly oryC,Squad in approximately 1971. I believe that
.
theAhrett•repo.ns I have been shown are S Squad reports as

.
„

bottom left of MPS-0735902 suggests to me that it is the 9090th S squad report
!
3:

appears on the cover sheet for !VIPS-

also note that the name

ss

„

0735002 he was the Acting Chief Superintendent on C Squad at the time I via§
..- .-. , .. .....
‘,: :-''--:'---- ---- --' --'-----' -'-' on C'Squad The report would have been submitted unsigned by the Sp;-,
.----,
l.4_l
,tile !nteiligence- .reports,
on
whose .name appears
but
-2 not wai
1...--1'
-.-2--- '-'- .09
,
.
...
,..
.,,
,
.
, , 2 . ... .... _
imagine that he was in the SE)S office at the time as that would seem to be the2-2 .- - - . .-- ---.
only reason why his name would be on the report i was a D' in C Squad The . . .,- .
..
.
•

•

3

s

•

„

DI Would write the actions on the report: the handwriting is mine and the 'initials'
are mine on the first page of MPS-0735OZA .iJ niarCI,!wool()nave:written .

„

i3

proposed actions and ACS:

.has signed it off which means he agrees

The actions on the first page of MPS-0735902 show wbpre the docutnent was
.
to go. 'Box 500 means that rt was to be sent to the SecLinty Service DI VVitson

„

Is likely to have been the DI lnthàroe of the geographic area the reOort Was on,
I cannot recall what Room B92 was, and 'PAI is a copy to go to the Registry. 1
decided the actions frorn expenence,,
appears under the worct.:
. and my signature
.
'Submitted at the bottom of the report itself

assume that was because it had::
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been submitted to me in C Squad, which Ithink was the convention at the time.
Looking at the reports, and comparing them to the other reporting in my file, 1
note that these three documents do not bear the SDS stamp in the top right
hand corner which i think means that the Security Service added the SDS
stamp to them. I do not actually recall signing these papers, and therefore have
done my best to assist the Inquiry on the basis of my best recollection. In these
cases, I was on C Squad and was receiving SDS reports and deciding on their
action and further distribution.

18.1 have seen MPS-0728618, which indicates that it is a note of information
obtained from me in October 2012 and August 2013. There are some
i naccuracies in these notes, first in relation to my service dates, and secondly
in relation to the Security Service. I will deal with the matters touching on the
Security Service later in this statement. In relation to my dates of service, the
notes wrongly record that I was the DC1 in charge of the SDS from Spring 1980
to Summer 1983.

Training and guidance in the Special Demonstration Squad

1 9.1 had no specific training for my management role in the SDS. By the time 1
joined the SDS as a DC1, I had spent a period of time in that rank in the CID.

20.1 did not receive any training in race equality from the MPS either prior to, or
during, my time with the SDS. I do not believe that the MPS provided such
training in the 1980s.
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21,Jcio not,recove ails, training in sex equality from the MP5.elther o -tor ta.
-during, my time With the SOS I do .not.

that the MPS provided a.

training in the 1980s.

22A err, aak-

(.:1

what dui:es I .,Indertock

v'vhilst serving

3s

-,.. . .•:-. •-:E....„
-.2"--'•:- . . :".,:,.-. .:-:.: ::
,i0,.::..-,p$
,,. ..,.., „:1:,-.: :.,!. . ,: : .am
a 00,l'io....:,..0.)
. .„:•:,,,,,.,..„,

:.'. '..' : :-:.:
: :.1., . .:-: : : :.-: : : ,: : : :.•: : '-: :.:.:. T-: :-:.'' :atafraaked",
, 0.:hi0ataerifr,:::,-.:-.:
:.how I discharged those JiJilei.. .-...A040.0',1:).P1,:..1,Waslh
. -, ,•,,,,,.. ,
.,
:-. . ...anda'on
.„
, supervisor,
: , ,,...,. m.ar#
. . , and was ,-esc,onsi-1:le tur the day4t0.44:.
,
.
. . .. .., , .

the squad,. .-t/I' . .-: e. .,s.i,.- )onsicHtes .0.iee ,/,,, de-rang-ng ..a61..v.030 inc1)41.
:

:-:,.o.,•• „•..i --

.0
,:,,: . . . : - : ...

,

... . ...

t .ei fa•-rirras

.

rrer'ed c t m 1 oversight :-espons';o' ilities

in rnee.tings "

with .e..;.:Offipers'..at.the'Silfe.::hdi*ea, and in.. ad-hoc:pre-to-one meetngs'with
deemed necessary by me(or at their request). I was primarily based in
DS office. The --a,-, agenient, team was avartable for contact 24/7 and
„ we
• •• •

.

.,........ ••••... ...• ••••.. .•• ••••• •••.... ••:••••••••••••••• ••• •"••••

:an office, dar vvs:tor. was

uSua!ly ';(ept.
07 me s-D

CO4ild

nieet

• • •••. ,

,

,

anyvvhar;-*,

any tirre

I do not recall any et7- ergandy aen

,

t a-o

s
. .

there May have been

I- n

,‘ccas rlal late

.„...
.

.

telephotile::0011::. If.. I was away, Tvr

„
.

Id assume these responsibilities
.
„.

The Inquiry, in

pa!taLlar, ask

me about my inv

areas. The number and -ange:ofissues

an

vemen

anumder of ,difterent

asked abon Indicates how diverse

the role of a OCI in the SDS vitas.
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a. I am asked about recruiting SDS officers. In particular, I am asked how
officers were recruited and what attributes were sought.
I. The only officer I can recall recruiting was1 HN19 I I recruited
lAi
OEMS d uring 1980, but at a distance of 40 years I cannot
now recall how his name came up as a person who may be
suitable. It follows that I cannot be precise as to what attributes
would have been sought in a potential recruit. I would imagine
that officers would need to have a good grasp of the workings and
aims of SB, would need to be able to hold their own (therefore
confidence was important) as well as being thorough and diligent.
I believe that there was a preference for recruits to be married or
in a stable relationship, so that they had an anchor outside of their
undercover identity. I believe that I interviewed

HN19

together with Trevor Butler. We would have explained the work
involved, and that the role would involve absences from family.
Having decided that he was a suitable candidate, Trevor Butler
and I went to speak to his wife and explained to her what the effect
of his joining the SDS might be on their domestic life. We spoke
to her at her then place of work, and it was important to me that
she had spoken to us in person. Subsequent to his being offered
a place on the SDS, and his acceptance of the same,
was brought into the back office for a period before he was
deployed. I do not recall being personally involved in the decision
as to where he would be deployed.
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ii.. I do not recall having any involvementin recruiting

I have any Icn

have been a

6:

recrwtmert of

HN65

I did not recru

the SDS and I have no recollect°. of him serving on the SDS
the time that I was the DC! on the unit It has b
6' •

me that

had a conviction for drink-driving from 1976

and that he was

prirtjandiad for this,, :I WOO not aware of that

t:017-0Ct,.So far as ; can recoil, none of the officers serving, on
,," ti
SOS, when was a DCI, had any convictions,so I cannot answer
whether or not the fact of a conviction had any material
the recruitment of an officer to the SOS.

unable to

ether or not the type of conviction andior
rwiction had any bearing on the assessment o

a potential SOS recruit The situation simply citci
my tenure. I understood that a conviction would result in a se
MPS officer being sacked

There was a slightly more

approach to drink-driving generally in the 1970s, so I do not.
whether a conviction for drink driving wduld Kaye bfttn treat#01
the same way as a conviction for assault.

b

I do not recall recruiting any other members of the SDS
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c. I am asked what role, if any, I had in training SDS UCOs. Training was
provided on the job, with advice and guidance from Trevor Butler, me
and the UCOs in the field. There was no formal training as such.

d. I am asked what role, if any, I had in training SDS back office staff. The
training of back office staff was undertaken by the incumbent postholder, during a short handover period, when the time came for the
incumbent post-holder to move on. I had no role in the training of SDS
back office staff.

e. I have been asked what role I had in the tasking of UCOs, including the
selection of their targets and the direction given to the UCOs. I have
been referred to an account provided by

HN106

which I am told

originates from his statement to this Inquiry. I have not seen the full
statement. The extract which I have been shown reads as follows: "/
was not directed to infiltrate a particular group but was told to focus on
the far left wing. The major left-wing groups, such as the Socialist
Workers' Party, were already pretty well covered by the SDS so I was
told to look into whether any other groups should be targeted. I believe
that once I was deployed I tried to find out about a number of left-wing
organisations, presumably by going along to meetings and speaking to
people. I think that I came across the Spartacist League ("SL") because
they are pretty active in East London, the area that was based in". I
recognise this extract as being an accurate reflection of how
L7
deployments operated. I did not task =HN1061personally, and I certainly do
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not recall being involved in micro-managing UCO dep. ymen
providing direction. The direction taken by individual tiC0s, within their

e•are

-

s a matter for their judgement arid discretion.

The Inquiry ask whether or not I had a role in the invention, developrnen
and assessment of SDS UCO cover identities I did not ge
a role in this. Individual IJCOs were left to work out their own
identities. The used deceased's children's birth certificates. to pn
;dennty dniumentc in their ()over identity

normal
. practice
- - h

joined the SDS although I note in passing it was not a convention
I was a UCO in the SDS) When I was the DCI in the SDS it
necessary to have a b, th oeitifcate to provide proof cf identity
:and to obtain other documen s
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h. I did not have a role in the procurement and administration of vehicles
for the SDS UCOs; DS Chris Skey did this in conjunction with another
MPS department.

I did not have a role in the deployment of the UCOs, in general. When I
took over as DCI, the SDS was in a stable period in terms of deployment.
With the exception of

HN19

all officers were deployed. I cannot

recall what role, if any, I had in the deployment of UCOs.

I am asked whether I had a role in the management of SDS UCOs whilst
deployed, including contact with them. I was heavily involved with this.
Trevor Butler and I, between us, were available 24 hours per day 7 days
a week if telephoned. I kept an official vehicle at home at all time to be
available if an officer called me,and needed a meeting. There were twice
weekly meetings at one of the safe houses at which all UCOs were
required to attend. In addition, we would meet with the UCOs at other
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times of the day and sometimes n the evenings, both at their request o

outSuggestion,-:::poCasioneklhey Would want to meet up for some nonctwist Oompany, In 1980 and 1981 there was echristMes:.it,mOh.at an
cuts de venue to which the UCOs and the r wives were invited_Tns type
of event was usually attended by more senior members of the S13, but

.felt it was imporlant to create a fr endly and coriegiate environment for:
the UCOs and their wives given they were involved in such difficult wo

k

did

have a roeia relation
..

the

The LJC

f SOS

told to telephone the office every day se we knew they were -

also ava fable to see UCOs as and when required, and the

welf.

was

UCOs

would

have been able to speak with me on any persona

Welfare issues when we met,atthe twice weekly:.meetings.
roave :been spepitioally ,esi,00 about..MPS-0726912,
2 which
Jdpcument concerning

my investigation of a matter which touched
on
.
,
1 12:

have read the docume

wellbeing of ore of my UCOs

'hich relate to my handling of the receipt of an anonymous lette
othrhistiOrier„sent by his ex-wife. -The contents ofthe dOcUrnentUPSCi7Z59U are accurate and self-explanatory
, 031 - ., There" was Om
wife land her now ex-husband during .‘pericnony betweent HN126's then
_
their divorce, She was a
support ..: I

strong woman and not in need of any welfare

•

.

••• •

•

• • •

..•

do remember meeting other wives of .SOS'officers::from ti

to time for -a drink with their husbandS.or
. to provide reassurance the
their husbands were doing..afl importantiob4 also remember that

i14:
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14:
an officers spouse had a nasty domestic accident and we did our best to arrange the
officers duties so that they could spend as much time with their spouse as possible.

m. I am asked what role I had in an SDS UCO's "exfiltration" from their target
groups. I recall that there was a fairly standard procedure, which I
initiated, whereby a reason was invented to leave a group
Every attempt

.15:

was made to ensure that the UCO had an SB role for which they were
suitable, and which was out of the public eye, lined up for them upon
exfiltration. I did not assist with the specific practicalities of an officer's
withdrawal from the field
[1.6!

n. I had no role in writing up the SDS UCOs reporting. The SDS reports
were written up by the DSs in the office, after the UCOs had handed in
their notes or draft reporting. Longer reports could have been sent to
the SB typing pool. The SDS did not have a designated secretary or
typist; the only person who had a designated secretary was the head of
SB. If a UCO provided intelligence on the telephone, either in their daily
check-in call, or in a non-routine call, I would record the issue on a piece
of paper. If it was urgent information which could not wait for a formal
written report (such as an imminent demonstration or disturbance), I
would call it through to the MPS uniformed unit responsible for dealing
with public order (A8). If it was less urgent, I would put it in a report or
memo. If the information was called through it would usually be turned
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in to a report or memo later in any event. I would not expect all records
of telephone reporting to have been sent to the Security Service because
they would generally relate to practical public order issues.

o. I did not assess the UCOs reporting. The assessment of reporting
requires a qualitative analysis of its value. I would not be in a position to
make a value assessment, and this would be a matter for the individual
Squads who received the reporting. C Squad would decide where the
reporting would go(as set out in paragraph 17 above). Typical recipients
of SDS intelligence were C Squad, the SB Records (where the Registry
Files were kept), the Security Service and A8. The uniformed policing
unit of the MPS for demonstrations(A8)would receive sanitised versions
of the information (known as 'threat assessments'). On some occasions,
such as planned publicised protests, C Squad would process the
information from the intelligence report, along with other material e.g.
socialist propaganda, in order to generate a memo or threat assessment
of the risks posed by the group/or groups on a given day. I believe that
A8 did not receive the intelligence reports in their original format because
they were not vetted.

I am aware of this general arrangement for

i ntelligence distribution from my time in SB, both as a Chief Inspector
and later as Commander.

p. In general, I had no role in the onward dissemination of SDS reporting in
my role as DCI. I have been shown UCPI0000028816 which is a
Security Service note of a meeting between the Security Service, Trevor
Butler and me (amongst others) on

22nd

July 1980. The note of the
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meeting records that a Security Service representative "asked if the
information contained in the paragraph on the Troops Out Movement
.--liaisonpartners.
ki There was no obvious
could be passed to E
1 181
one liaison
reason why the information could not be passed on to
partner. !but
!
there was discussion about the appropriateness of passing it to
another liaison
partner.

It all depended on which department it was intended that the

information be sent. it was obvious from the report that the SDS source
had attended a closed meeting. DCI Moss said that he would like to
consult source before making a decision. He said that his source was
at present on leave and would be due back in mid-August'. This was
clearly an unusual situation due to the fact that the meeting the source
attended was so exclusive that the risk of exposure to the UCO, if the
reporting were to be discovered, was considerable. I cannot at this
distance of time remember how this resolved. I think I would have
wanted to ask the source how many people were likely to have known
that intelligence in case of any leaks. I needed to know this in order to
assess whether it would be safe for it to be passed to another agency. I
think I would also have referred the matter to more senior people —
probably at Chief Superintendent level, and the Chief Superintendent
would either have given me a decision or referred it to the Commander.
I do not know how this resolved and cannot be certain of the identity of
the officer who I would have needed to speak to.

q. When I was the DCI in the SDS, we did receive specific requests for
assistance, especially from the Security Service, and we would assist if
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quests were generaUy through

.es:e.conduit between the SOS and the Secur ty Se

'..:distance:,of.tirrte,:„..reOelt.if the requests frOtn,the'..SeOunty:Service
o ily Some matters would ave
were made in writing or uornmunicated
.
.
been raised in meetings, though.

I am asked If

was involved in the productionof other SOS paperwork,

I am not sure what the thqUiry intends by this question, but I have done
my best to recall the venous types of paperwork. would have performed
a nnual reviews or appraisals on the officers„ Each UCO would have „had
a file in the office which would contain details of their deployment
including tn

number of reports generated this w s so we had an idea

of the output of•eaCh Lie°. The files would not contain 'copies o
- intelligence reporting. -these would be in the Registry, but may hay

contained summaries of what they were clOirig.

would also hay

tributed to the SDS annual report I believe that would have made
notes of significant meetings, such as liaison with the Security Se

although I cannot recall how this material was stored MeetingSbetWee

to§pa and otherwoo Ofthe MPSor80Would not be formalry m nuted
In the same way. I may have made an informal note

y diary

f

elsewhere, There would have been the occasional written reque

to senior officers, such as for a UCO to travel, but my recollection is that

.
.
the UCO reporting was the primary paperwork

the :81)8..:apd any
-

otherinformation was gen0.1704:lcOrprrONOatacl orally There:itayifia$.
. been

hod reportiNtO-seniOr ;officers:

Wr°tIng, Out t ere was
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proportionately more oral communication than written communication for
information that did not require a formal record. Notes would be made
of telephone calls, and the notes were stored on the telephone pad in
the Reserve Room so that there was a record of communication with the
SDS; this would have been the case for both internal SB or MPS calls,
and external calls — such as from the UCOs or the Security Service.
Senior officers would have been able to monitor the work of the SDS
through the intelligence reporting, therefore there was not a need to
generate extensive further paperwork. To this extent, the day-to-day
operation of the unit was relatively informal, although reporting and
permissions were communicated through the formal SB structure. I also
had a SB diary where I recorded my hours and actions. This was an
MPS and SB requirement until the rank of Superintendent. I do not know
what else of relevance the Inquiry think I may have been involved in and
without further assistance I cannot be more specific.

s. I was not involved in the payment of UCOs. UCOs were all salaried
police officers and paid by the MPS in the ordinary way. I was involved
in the review, approval and payment of overtime for UCOs. Overtime
was a management issue at a senior level (that is to say DI and above).
UCOs had to submit their diaries each week and we had to trust that
they were providing us with accurate time recording. UCO overtime
payments were authorised by me once the hours had been reviewed.
Expenses would generally be dealt with by the DSs in the office, who
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would also have a role in reviewing the overtime recorded in the UCO
diaries.

I did not have a role in the procurement of UCO accommodation, or the
SDS safe houses, although both were paid for by the SDS with funding
secured from the Home Office. UCOs would find appropriate cover
accommodation themselves,

u. I recall that the SDS management did liaise with C Squad, and the
uniformed MPS unit who dealt with the policing of public order events. I
also recall that the SDS liaised with the procurement department about
[20a

vehicles

I would have been involved

with some of the SDS liaison with SB or MPS personnel who were not
members of the SDS. I cannot be exact as to the frequency of that
liaison.

v. When I was the DCI in the SDS, 1 was involved in relatively regular liaison
with the Security Service. We had face to face meetings every 3 months
or so, and there would also have been some limited communication by
telephone. I have no reason to doubt the accuracy of the Security
Service notes of the meetings where I am present. Indeed, I have a
particular recollection of one of the meetings as an individual from the
Security Service put his lit pipe in his pocket, causing his jacket to
smoulder. It seems to me that there may have been one further meeting
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the SeCLnty Service in addition tothe notes of mee

in the preparation of this statement.
long.. .9ap.,17etwe.en LJCP10000028816 (August„.1.4.0)
UCPI000002f381.7 (February 1981)

I cannot recall if an additIonal

meeting did take place. or what /o d have been addressed at that
rreeting,

had no liaison with Home Office when I was a Del in the'SDS;

at that level was very much above my pay grade

Premises and meetings with other Special Demonstration Squad UCOs
24. When I was a OCI in the SOS. the office was based initially in Scotland Yard
L22:

but we moved to

1111111

other premises not at Scotland Yard ==

at some stage during my tenure. There were two safe fl atsat that time,
24
, 23:
' West
n on --giSouth
one in I London ad
in
East London:
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25.1 worked from all these premises. I was primarily based in the office, but
attended the twice-weekly meetings at the flats.

Additionally, I was also

available to meet with the UCOs, if extra meetings were requested, at the safe
flats or at another location chosen by them. I would not have met with deployed
UCOs at the office as that would have risked the UCO being seen as they
travelled to and entered police premises.

26.The meetings at the flats were relatively informal. The UCOs would bring their
diaries, expenses and any other paperwork. The DSs would take in the records
and ask for any additional information that might assist in writing up the
reporting. Trevor Butler and I would make sure we spoke to each of the UCOs.
We would want to check on their welfare, and ask about their hours to check
on their overtime. The meetings at the safe houses would generally not be
formally recorded. If a serious welfare incident had arisen in the meetings, then
I would have written a memo or note of it. I do not, however, recall a serious
incident arising that required me to do this.

Management Structure
27.The Inquiry have provided a list of names of managers — which I understand
from the question to be officers of DI level and above — and asked whether I
served with any of them, and what their role or post was.

a. Michael Ferguson was the DCI who I took over from. As I succeeded
him in his post, we did not work together.
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b. Trevor Butler was my DI when I was the DCI in the SDS. When I left the
SOS, Trevor Butler became the DC1.

c. I did not serve in the SDS with Angus McIntosh.

d. I do not recall serving in the SDS with L
rid]
he did join the SOS in 1968

HN68

as a manager, but
I suspect there

m ust have been a little overlap as he took on the role of DI when Trevor
Butler succeeded me as the DCI when I left the unit.

28.1 did not serve with any other managers during my year as a DCI in the SDS.

29.The Inquiry asks who served in administrative or junior management positions
(defined in the Rule 9 request as below the rank of DI). DS Paul Croyden and
DS Chris Skey were both colleagues of mine when I was the DCI. They were
based in the office, and did not have an undercover role.

Chain of Command
30.The Inquiry has asked me to confirm the chain of command within the MPS,
but above the SDS. I can confirm that the chain of command was as follows:

a. Superintendent;

b. Chief Superintendent;
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c. Commander Special Branch;

d. Deputy Assistant Commissioner;

e. Assistant Commissioner;

1. Deputy Commissioner; and

g. Commissioner.

31.! am asked whether Sir David McNee was the Commissioner in my chain of
command whilst I was a DCI in the SDS. I cannot recall who the Commissioner
was in 1980-81, but presume it is a matter of record.

32.1 am asked whether Sir Partick Kavanagh CBE QPM was the Deputy
Commissioner in my chain of command whilst I was a DCI in the SDS. I cannot
recall who the Deputy Commissioner was in 1980-81.

33.! believe that Gilbert Kelland CBE QPM was the Assistant Commissioner in my
chain of command whilst I was a DCI in the SDS.

34.1 do not believe that Robert Bryan was the Deputy Assistant Commissioner in
my chain of command whilst I was a DCI in the SDS. My recollection is that
Colin Hewitt held this role.
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35.John Wilson was certainly a Commander of SB whilst I was a DCI in the SDS.
I think that Phil Saunders was also a Commander of SB at that time but I cannot
be sure at this distance of time. In those days, there were two MPS SB officers
of Commander rank, who each had different responsibilities.

36.Ray Wilson was the Chief Superintendent in my chain of command whilst I
served in the SDS. I do not recall Derek Kneale holding this position.

37

TN0047

was the Superintendent in my chain of command whilst I
.27

was a DCI in the SDS. When I-rN0047etired in 1981, I took over his role as
Superintendent and left the SDS.

Undercover Officers
38.The Inquiry has provided me with a list of ciphers, real names and cover names.
I have been asked to identify those UCOs who were part of the SDS when I
was a DC! in the unit. I list the UCOs I recall supervising below:

:28!

HN124, HN80, HN126, HN96,
H N155, HN20, HN106, Roger
Pearce, HN19 and others
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i 23!

[29i
39.1 do not recall serving in the SDS at the same time as I-1N65

40.So far as I recall, I did not serve in the SDS at the same time as any other
UCOs.
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Ro/e and Annual Reports of the Special Demonstration Squad

41.1 am asked what the role and purpose of the SOS was. My understanding
. • was
that it had a dual function. Thefirst wasto Obtain intelligence to assistthe MPS
ir dealing with public disorder. The second, ancillary, purpose was,to a
the Security Service in the execution of their duties by providing intelligence on.
groups of interest,

knew of the dual purpose when I was a DC! in the SOS • •

42 have been shown theSOSannual reportfor 1980 1 (MPS-0728962).
why and for whom the annual reports weie written, in particular whether the
report was the basis for seeking Home Office approval for the cont:huin
„.:

existence of the SOS My understanding is that the reports were indeed wri
for the Home Office, and the reports formed the basis of the reques
continued financial resources to enable the continuation of the SIDS's wo
ought to have been my role, as Del to have compiled the report for suomisson.

Home Office, However gNen the timing of my tenure as DC! of th SDS
ending, the report was compled by Trevor Buber, albeit with my inpu
eport does provide a fair and accurate picture of what the SOS UCOs were
,doing at the time I do not believe thatthere was any slant or 9,oss to th
I believe that there. were
large demonStrationt,
.
. which required at least-1;00cl
. .

MPS officers to police, approximately monthly, The major issues s centred
around violence between the Br sh Mo\dernent f`BM') or National Front CNIF).

and left-leaning groups As noted ,n the 1980 Annua report(MPS-0728962-9):

the -continuing exis

of:a Conservative Government whose 'monetarist

poIicies are seen'as the
doubtless provide the left

umber of unem
large-scale demo
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However, there were also Public Order incidents arising from, for example, the
New Cross fire.

43.From publically available information, I note that there were eight NF and BM
marches or events in 1980 and a similar number in 1981. At one NF event in
April 1980, where the left opposed the demonstration, eight MPS officers and
four members of the public were injured; 66 arrests were made. At a BM event
in November 1980, where the left opposed the demonstration, six MPS officers
and three members of the public were injured; 76 arrests were made. There
were approximately 600 more minor public order incidents in 1980 and 1981,
with a huge concentration of race-related rioting in London during 1981 which
the left-leaning groups piggybacked on and the NF and BM opposed. I would
imagine that the SDS would have provided intelligence on all of the major
incidents, and many of the minor ones. There were hundreds of occasions
where the MPS were required to police significant but not major public disorder.

44The Inquiry notes that the annual report reports the areas monitored by the
SDS. I am asked who decided which field or group a UCO should infiltrate, and
how these targeting decisions were made. I note that the deployments for
almost all of the UCOs I served with were already arranged at the time I tot
over the SDS. However, I can say from my experience with W—91NHMhat
the group would have been decided on the basis of which groups were most
active in public disorder at the time a new UCO was preparing to deploy. I
cannot recall who made the decision for individual officers, albeit it would have
been in consultation with senior SB officers.

I believe that the DAC and
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Commanders would have had an idea of the general direction of travel of SB
and SB's needs over the coming years. Within that general direction, the squad
Chief Superintendents had to decide the priorities for their squads. The tasking
of the SDS would therefore be led by the needs of SB and the needs of C Squad
since the left wing at that time were most active in public disorder. Deepundercover roles have limited flexibility, so this meant that the SDS needed to
cover a number of areas. When 1 joined the SDS as DCI, 1 remember thinking
that the unit was a bit heavy on the SWP, so when

Elsa

was recruited

he was deployed to RCP and the Communist Party of Britain Marxist-Leninist.
I cannot recall the extent to which I was the decision maker.

45.1 am asked about the targeting of Trotskyist, Marxist-Leninist, "Pro-Irish',
Anarchist, Anti-Fascist and Anti-Nuclear groups. In relation to each, I am asked
why the group was targeted, how the group was targeted, whether the
deployments contributed to policing crime, public disorder or the Security
Service and whether any other policing purpose was fulfilled. My answers for
each of the groups will be the same, and therefore I have consolidated my
answer to a single response.

a. These groups were targeted as between them they were actively
demonstrating on the streets of London. My belief is that the groups
were successfully targeted as information was being obtained by UCOs
who had infiltrated the groups, and I do not recall any complaints from
the uniformed units of the MPS, C Squad or the Security Service as to
the quality of the information being reported.
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b. A general problem with deep infiltration is that it makes for inflexibility
and it is very difficult to move people from one group to another as needs
change. Sometimes particular groups were infiltrated opportunistically
in that they represented the general political spectrum from which
disorder might be expected, and the opportunity arose to enter that
group.

c. The deployments were not intended to contribute to policing crime, save
for public order. Any information about criminal activity would have been
a bonus to the primary purpose which was obtaining intelligence on
individuals and groups who posed a risk to public order.

d. The deployments contributed to policing public disorder by providing a
fairly accurate picture of the number that might be expected at a
demonstration, their mood and attitude, and whether they were likely to
adhere to the official arrangements made with the police.

e. I believe that the deployments across the various political groups would
have assisted the Security Service in countering subversion, but that is
a question only they would be able to answer with accuracy.

46.1 am asked to look at paragraph 7 of the Annual Report(MPS-0728962), which
the Inquiry suggest is signed by me. It is not signed by me. It is signed by
Trevor Butler; I suspect Trevor would be better placed than I am to answer
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questions on his report. I note that the report says "although as a result of the
move the SOS has become a little remote from the rest of Special Branch,
contact is maintained through frequent visits to CO by members of the office
staff'. I believe in this context CO is shorthand for Commissioner's Office. I am
asked whether in my view the geographical distance from the hub of SB had
any effect on the operation of the SOS in terms of independence or managerial
oversight. In my view the geographical distance had no effect on the operation
of the SOS since all SOS managers were at Vincent Square
In fact, Vincent Square is no more than a 15 minute walk to
Scotland Yard.

47.The Inquiry notes that the 1980 Annual Report has an increased emphasis on
welfare, in particular at paragraphs 8 and 9. I am asked if officer welfare was
a particular concern of mine in the year when I was DCI in the SDS. I do not
know if my approach to officer welfare differed from my predecessors, as I do
not know how they approached the issue. Officer welfare was always a concern
of mine, particularly when I had oversight of the SOS. This was because the
job they were doing was immersive, intense and potentially dangerous. If a
UCO's welfare was not managed properly, there was a risk that the deployment
may have an adverse impact on them, their family and their relationships. On
[Ai
one occasion, I went to visit the wife ofI HN155 I a UCO, with Trevor Butler.
We made the visit to check on her welfare as there were concerns that
[Nj
.-r
iwas not treating her well. As noted in MPS-0728618-4, she did not wish
the matter to be taken further.
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48.The Inquiry also ask about paragraph 16 of the 1980 Annual
indicates that as part of the ,Ant';-

in Eastattendad demonstrations
..

fan and that"information

Lothian and Borders police was Oaa'ful in preventing serious diso
picipertit. 1

3

-, an Sa3 uCOTrevor Butler and

and 7.-rev,Lir Butler and I liaised wth Lothar Police. ! have been asked a
:numbei

.lue

reia-ion to liaison with other forces, and travel outside

iitan Police District.

:40coortnion..

4„jaison with other police :force*:-

information abou e ants 'incurring in other police areas, it Wetiki
passed to them by me

01

the Dl. The existence of

i dosed. so the ocher p lice force would not be aware of the exten
SOS's activity.

:Another force would not be t id that a UCO
supervisi g officer fat t necessary to attend. the acei
sirnpIN,, be told that there was a s
Other force would not be told that the so

f information n the gr
vo a..w.co...

The reference in UCP10000028814 to 'moral support' does not cover the:
whole issue. Travel outside the Mei:7200liter P iide District was one of
the few occasions where a request to travel 4\iouid be esca ated t.o a
reall‘j'senior SB officer — it WaS'a deCitildhltakah at.commandorie*.:•111:::

order to get permissron, the SDS.::1)Qt100010 have to

that the travel
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was justified. I accompanied four UCOs on four separate trips in the
year that I was DC1. 1 went to Torness twice, Dungeness once and
Slough once. The purpose for SOS managers travelling was threefold.
Moral support was one factor, as was being present in case the UCO fell
into difficulty whether in terms of their health or in connection with their
deployment. In addition to that, we were there to provide a conduit
whereby the UCO could pass the information to the local force. The UCO
would provide information to us orally. As a general policy we would
always send supervisors outside the Metropolitan Police District to
accompany a UCO.

49. In relation to travel outside the Metropolitan Police District, I believe that the
same protocol in terms of permission and attendance continued afterldeparted
from the unit. I did not have a hands-on role as Superintendent, but I was aware
of the work, and workings, of the SDS.

Senior Managers in the Chain of Command
50.1 am asked about what involvement a Superintendent had in the running or
supervision of the SOS. From my own experience, the Superintendent had
general oversight of the unit, and was responsible for liaison with more senior
officers in SB on behalf of the SOS.

a. Superintendent assistance was ad hoc, such as if there was a problem,
or if authorisation was needed. An example of a problem would be the
meeting with one UCO's wife who had sent an anonymous letter to the
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Commissicrer (as set out

ve.)

Exa pies of authorisation matters,•-

Which WOuld have required a Superintendent's involvement woUld have'

been recruitment of new members of the SOS and obtainirigsa
for LICOs to leave the Metropolitan Police District
i33:

TN0047

was the Superintendent when was DCI. He liked to

supervise with a light touch and was interested in welfare and welib

The superintendent had very limited invoivement in the haison be
,the SOS and the Security Service. I suspect that they would

Only

hay

got involved if there was an issue or if there was a query that needed t

be escalated

There would have been iason between SB and the -.

- Security Se ite at more senior levels,

The Superintendent would have had oversight of UC s taskrrg,

onsultation with the DCI.

l'becaMe Superintendent in-Fehniery 19$1,. 1 think that
hands-on than my predecessor.
Ore .

as probably a little

I was not involved
„ on a day-to-day basis,

but I knew how the unit was run and I knew most of the persons involved in the,.
unit so I probably had more interest in making sure that the UCOs an
m anagers were supported than my predecessor

However, I emphasise that .

-the.SO4was only a small part of my much wider responsibilities at the time so
1 would,not have dedicated thatMuch time to it. . My responsibilities included
running 4 Squad, in particular-during the Papal visit where Geoff Craft was
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providing the Pope's personal protection (and was therefore away from his
ordinary SB duties).

52.1 am asked what involvement the Chief Superintendent had in the running or
supervision of the SDS. I would describe the Chief Superintendent as having
general oversight but limited involvement. He and the Superintendent had other
additional responsibilities.

a. The Chief Superintendent would make the occasional supervisory visit
to one of the safe houses and become more involved if there was a
problem (such as the anonymous letter I have referred to above).

b. The Chief Superintendents I worked with provided advice and support if
necessary, they were available to refer difficult decisions to (I cannot
recall a specific example) and they were a liaison link to higher levels of
management.

c. I am asked about the intelligence reports, and why they are frequently
signed off by the DI or DCI in the SDS rather than by the Chief
Superintendent. I am shown UCPI0000014244 which is an example
bearing my signature. I cannot recall precisely why these were signed
by the DI and DCI, and presume that the responsibility for signing reports
could be delegated to an appropriately senior officer. I should add that it
is possible that the report in question was compiled from several
sources.
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53. The Commander SB was involved very rarely in the running or supervision of
the SDS. The only occasion I recall speaking to Commander John Wilson was
to obtain authority for a UCO to leave the Metropolitan Police District.
Commander Wilson was interested and always available if his advice and
guidance was needed.

54.1 do not recall the Deputy Assistant Commissioner being involved in any
decision making with regard to the SDS. 1 would not have liaised directly with
him in any case, it would have been referred to him by Wilson. I have a memory
of DAC Hewitt and Commander Wilson, separately, coming to a safe house to
visit the SDS but this was a 'morale boosting' or 'thank you' visit rather than a
supervisory visit. I do recall DAC Hewitt and his wife attending the Christmas
lunches.

55.Other than receiving and forwarding the annual reports, I am not aware of the
Assistant Commissioner having anything to do with the .SDS.

56.1 have no knowledge of the Deputy Commissioner having anything to do with
the SOS.

57.1 have no knowledge of the Commissioner having anything to do with the SDS.
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Questions about specific UCOs
rwri-727=1
58.1 am informed by the Inquiry that this UCO served in the SDS

lam told that this
UCO states that he attended Blair Peach's funeral and reported on the Blair
Peach campaign. Blair Peach's death was before my time in the unit, so I would
not have directed or encouraged him to attend the funeral or report on the
campaign. I do not know if any other manager instructed or encouraged this
UCO to do so. 1 recall that Blair Peach's death was during a demonstration,
and that thousands of people attended his funeral. Given the circumstances in
which he died, and the numbers attending, the funeral was likely a major public
order event.

i35Pu

59.1 am informed by the Inquiry that this UCO served in the SDS
and that his primary target group was the

The Inquiry
suggests that this UCO has asserted he kissed and fondled a named woman
and had sex twice with another unnamed woman who he met at
1.35A:

I

an evening classIthat

he attended for the purposes of building his cover. I am
35A.I

informed that none of these women were nHN21stargetgroupQr of interest to SB. I
was not aware of any of these matters when 1 was the DC1, and I was first aware
of them when I saw my Rule 9 questions.
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35i

60.1 have been provided with a narrative which I am told is an extract from this
UCO's witness statement to the Inquiry.

a. I know nothing about the suggestion that this UCO conducted a sexual
relationship in his undercover role with an individual called L___Privacy
Privacy

b. I have no recollection of any suggestion that this UCO was involved in a
relationship with

1Privacy

36:

61

62

36
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C.
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i38i

HN65

63.1 do not recall serving in the SDS at the same time as this UCO, therefore I
cannot assist the Inquiry with its questions. In relation to this UCO,the Inquiry
asks further questions about Rick Clark, who I knew, but did not serve in the
SDS with.

a. I know nothing about Rick Clark's alleged sexual activity in the course of
his deployment, other than what I have read in connection with this
Inquiry

b. I was not aware that Rick Clark was a member of the SOS. As I knew
nothing about his deployment, or his alleged conduct, it follows that I
cannot answer questions as to how this affected thinking about the issue
of sexual relationships in undercover deployments. Because I was not
aware of it, it cannot have affected my thinking.

Questions about Specific issues
Positions of responsibility in target groups
64.The Inquiry asserts that a number offormer SDS officers assumed positions
of responsibility in their target groups. I have been asked a number of
questions in relation to UCOs and positions of responsibility:

a. Prior permission from the SOS senior officers was not required before
an SDS UCO could assume a position of responsibility. The UCO was
expected to exercise his own judgement.
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b. The UCOs were not given any guidance on the assumption of positions
of responsibility within their target groups. My personal view was that it
would probably be difficult to avoid such positions and the assumption
of such positions, on balance, was probably more of an advantage rather
than a disadvantage.

c. The advantages of a UCO assuming a position of responsibility in their
group were that they could obtain a wide perspective of the membership
strengths, weaknesses and attitudes of the organisation. In addition,
there was a possibility that the UCO would be in a position to attend
meetings with other likeminded organisations which would widen SB's
and the Security Service's oversight of the activist sphere.

d. The disadvantage is the need for fine judgement as to when you are
managing an organisation rather than just taking part in it. The UCO
would 'need to ensure that others are making the main decisions, and
that they were not overstepping the boundary.

e. Posts that would be particularly beneficial to the work of an SDS UCO
would be Membership Secretary or Treasurer. Both of these roles would
allow a UCO to obtain information, and share a broad understanding of
the group,- without having to take operational or policy decisions.
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Use of deceased children's identities
65.1 am told by the Inquiry that a number of the SDS UCOs adopted the identities
of deceased children as part of their legend. 1 have been asked a number of
q uestions in relation to the use of the details from the death certificates of dead
children.

a. This was not a practice that was used when I was a UCO in the SDS in
1968, but it had started by the time I returned in February 1980.(do not
know when, during the twelve-year period, the practice began.

b. I do not know who devised this practice.

c. I did not authorise the practice. It was a practice that had already been
authorised and I did not stop it.

d. With hindsight it was regrettable that this practice was used, but there
was no other option at the time in order to obtain solid support for
legends. I think that the SDS believed the operation would remain secret
and that families would not be caused distress by learning about this
practice.

Sexual relationships in undercover identify
66.1 did not give any UCOs orders, instructions, advice, or guidance about sexual
contact whilst operating undercover.
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67.1 did not have any informal conversations with UCOs about sexual contact
whilst they operated undercover.

68.1was not aware of any other manager giving UCOs orders, instructions, advice,
or guidance about sexual contact whilst operating undercover.

69. 1 have been asked what my attitude was to sexual activity between UCOs and
civilians who they met in their undercover identities. 1 made the assumption
that sexual activity between UCOs and civilians would not take place. If I had
heard about sexual activity, I would have asked the individual concerned about
it. I would have expected an honest answer.

70.To my knowledge, none of the UCOs whose service overlapped.with my spells
on the unit engaged in sexual activity with others whilst in their undercover
identity. 1 told Operation Herne this when I met with them in 2012 and 2013
(MPS-0728618-4).

71. In my Superintendent role, in the year after I was DC1 in the SDS, I was involved
in halting the.recruitment of a potential SDS member (at this distance of time 1
cannot recall their identity). The reason that his application was halted was
because it was discovered that he was having a dalliance with a young woman
on the SB civilian staff alongside his relationship. The reason for terminating
that person's recruitment to the SDS was because if that was what he was
doing in his real identity, I could not be confident that he would not do that in an
undercover role.
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Commission of criminal offences whilst undercover
72.1 did not give any UCOs orders, instructions, advice or guidance about the
commission of criminal offences whilst operating undercover.

73.1 cannot recall any specific informal conversation about the commission of
criminal offences whilst undercover. However, it is very likely that there were
informal conversations about this at the regular meetings. I think that the
q uestion of being involved in flyposting was raised. I do not think that anyone
asked for my permission to flypost, but if they had I would have seen it as
something that was necessary for their cover as long as they were not the
person who suggested it. I would probably have preferred that the UCO acted
as a look-out if they were to be involved, and if asked this is what 1 would have
said. I do not recall any UCO seeking permission to flypast. 1 would not have
agreed that a UCO could participate in violence. I believed that the UCOs
understood the constraints they were operating within, and the cautious need
to not act as an agent provocateur.

74.1 do not know if any other manager gave the UCOs orders, instructions, advice
or guidance on the commission of offences whilst undercover. If they had, I
think I would have known about it. I believe that the advice or guidance, if any
was given, would be in keeping with the content of informal discussions at the
meetings.

75.To my knowledge, none of the UCOs committed a criminal offence when I was
the DC1.
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Agent provocateur
76.1 did not give any UCOs specific orders, instructions, advice or guidance on
acting as an agent provocateur. I think that it may have been informally
discussed in the regular meetings on occasion, but on a theoretical basis rather
than in relation to a specific UCO's circumstances. The UCOs would have
known,from their MPS training, that they could not encourage others to commit
criminal offences. I believe that the UCOs would have sought advice in a
private meeting had any of them thought it was likely that they would be, or had
ended up in, that position.

77.1 do not know if any other manager gave the UCOs orders, instructions, advice
or guidance on acting as an agent provocateur whilst undercover. If they had,
I think I would have known about it. I believe that the advice or guidance, if any
was given, would be in keeping with the content of informal discussions at the
meetings.

78.As far as I am aware, none of the UCOs provoked, encouraged or caused a
third party to commit a criminal offence.

Contact with the criminaljustice system as the suspect or defendant
79.1 do not believe that I gave, or would have needed to give, the UCOs advice on
what to do if arrested. As a matter of common sense, I would have expected
them to be processed at the police station in their undercover identity and then
telephone the office at the first available opportunity.
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80.1 would have given informal advice in general discussions, but I would not have
given the UCOs formal instructions, orders or guidance on appearing in criminal
proceedings. I did not need to give formal instructions, orders or guidance as
none of the UCOs became involved in criminal proceedings, be it as the
defendant or as a witness.

81.The informal advice that I gave in relation to what to do was informed by what
had happened when I was deployed as a UCO in 1968.

H N68

was

arrested, either for flyposting or being drunk and disorderly, in 1968; he set
himself up to be arrested with the agreement of the then SDS managers,
although I do not know why he did this. I recall that he was advised to plead
guilty, so as to avoid giving false particulars. This was therefore the benchmark
I had as to what was done, and there was nothing which caused me to think
that this was anything other than good advice. I do not recall any of the UCOs
being part of criminal proceedings when I was the DCI or Superintendent.

82. I do not know if any other manager gave the UCOs orders, instructions, advice
or guidance on appearing in court whilst undercover. If they had, I think I would
have known about it. I believe that the advice or guidance, if any was given,
would be in keeping with the content of informal discussions at the meetings.

Violence and public disorder
83. I did not give any UCOs instructions or orders about becoming involved in
violence whilst acting in their undercover roles. I would have given informal
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advice or guidance in the regular meetings, as part of general discussions. My
advice was to avoid being involved in violence or disorder as far as it was
possible. Clearly in deep undercover roles of this kind, it would be impossible
to avoid violence or disorder in totality, as it was very much part of the lives of
the groups. The advice would have been to only become involved peripherally,
and only so far as was essential to preserve their cover. I would have expected
the UCOs to not need firm advice or guidance on this, as it is common sense.

84.1 did not have specific informal conversations with UCOs about the risk of being
involved in violence or public disorder. The discussions would have been at
the regular meetings as indicated above.

85.1 do not know if any other manager gave the UCOs orders, instructions, advice
or guidance on the risk of becoming involved in violence or public disorder
whilst undercover. If they had, I think I would have known about it. I believe
that the advice or guidance, if any was given, would be in keeping with the
content of informal discussions at the meetings.

86.1 am not aware of any UCOs having become involved in violence or public
disorder when I was DCI or Superintendent. I would imagine that some of them
were involved to an extent, in order to preserve their cover, during public order
incidents and demonstrations in 1980-1981. However, I am not aware of any
UCO being directly involved in public disorder.
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Legally professionally privileged material
87. When I was a manager in the SDS, 1 had a good understanding of what Legal
Professional Privilege ('LPP') was.

88.1 did not give any UCOs instructions, orders, advice or guidance on how to
identify and deal with LPP material. As far as I am aware, there was no
occasion where LPP issues arose and therefore there was no need for such
advice. It follows that I did not have any informal conversations about LPP
material for the same reason.

89.1 do not know if any other manager gave the UCOs orders, instructions, advice
or guidance how to identify and deal with LPP material whilst undercover. If
they had, I think I would have known about it.

90.To the best of my recollection, I do not believe that any of the UCOs who served
in the SDS when I was DC1 came across or reported LPP material whilst
deployed.

Activities of elected politicians
91.1 did not give any UCOs instructions, orders, advice or guidance on interacting
with, or reporting on, the activities of elected politicians. The UCOs would
report on what they observed, it would be for senior officers in the squads
receiving the information to decide how to handle information on elected
politicians.
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92.1 did not give any UCOs informal advice on interacting with, or reporting on, the
activities of elected politicians.

93.1 do not know if any other manager gave the UCOs orders, instructions, advice
or guidance on interacting with, and reporting on, the activities of elected
politicians. If they had, 1 think I would have known about it.

94.1 am not aware of any of the UCOs having submitted reporting on the activities
of elected politicians. I cannot think of a reason why a UCO would be precluded
from reporting, for example,the fact that an elected politician spoke at an event.
do not have a specific recollection of this happening, though.

Reporting on individuals
95.The Inquiry have drawn six documents to my attention, and ask why the SDS
was recording this type of information.

39A

(a)UCPI0000013871 is a report about a leading member of a SWP branch. The report
addresses the fact that the person is no longer resident at their ordinary home address. It
also details that even though the individual is undergoing residential mental health
treatment, they are still in weekly contact with the SWP. The people who were the SDS's
information customers would have wanted the full picture on persons of interest.
Background information on health, be it physical or mental, is important contextual
information. Omitting information would have given an incomplete picture. This
information may also be relevant as the person's mental health may explain their actions,
and it is less likely that they would be participating in public disorder if they are unwell
and in hospital.
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(b)UCPI0000014258 is described by the Inquiry as 'a detailed report including
personal details relating to sexual activity'. The report concerns a person who is
one of the founding members of the Revolutionary Marxist Tendency. The primary
subject of the report is a man who is believed to have entered a marriage of
convenience in order to manage his immigration status difficulties. He is the
subject of a SB file, and has a sexual relationship with a woman who is also a
founder member of the Revolutionary Marxist Tendency. Relationships amongst
members of political groups were not uncommon, but they could affect the group
more generally. The primary purpose of the report concerns the man who "has
shown a considerable ability to organise, direct, write and explain ideological
pamphlets and an obvious willingness to back up his beliefs and ideas with hard
cash".

(c)UCPI0000015145 is a report described as a 'report referencing an individual's
sexual preferences'. The report in question relates to a member of the SWP who is
living in the home of two people who are known to SB (they have RF numbers). In
1980, the fact that someone read the Gay News and supported the Gay Liberation
Movement were matters which could affect their vetting status.

(d)UCPI0000013818 is a report on a person known to SB who was a member of the
SWP. The report attaches a photograph of the person, which would have been
helpful for identification purposes. I do not know why the UCO reported the
banking details, or how these were obtained, but it must have been information
which the UCO came across in the course of their deployment and which was
therefore recorded and reported. The UCOs reported all information that they came
across, and it would not have been the SDS who assessed what may or may not be
relevant. It would have been a matter for the recipients of the SDS intelligence to
determine the relevance and usefulness of the information they received.
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I 39A

(e)UCPI0000014184 is described by the Inquiry as a report that a couple have
separated. It is perhaps more accurate to say that the reporting concerns the
consequences of a separation for an SWP branch. The report concerns a man
known to SB who was the full-time Organiser for a SWP branch. The breakdown
of his relationship appears to have prompted him to rethink his role in the SWP.
The personal lives of prominent party members could conceivably have affected
the groups they were in.

(f)UCPI0000016128 is described by the Inquiry as 'report on a party'. It is a repori
concerning a gathering of activists at an anarchist publishing house. Six were
known to SB. The attendees at events were recorded as it showed not only who
was there, but also the associations within groups.

(g)Some of the individuals in the reports commented on by HN218 had Security
Service File references and so would have been of interest to the Security
Service. The information in those reports may therefore have been of interest to
the Security Service and is relevant to why the information was recorded by the
SDS.
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39A

Reporting on Trade Unions
96.1 am told by the Inquiry that it has seen some intelligence reports which touch
upon Trade Unions, including UCPI0000013754 which is a report concerning
an event organised by the Stoke Newington branch of the SWP. There was no
targeted reporting on the Trade Union movement per se during my time as DCI.
However, there would have been mention of Trade Unions as a peripheral
subject in connection with reporting on groups.

Reporting for Public Order purposes
97.1 have been asked how reporting worked for public order generally, and in cases
of urgency. I estimate that there was around one significant demonstration per
month during my time as the DC1 in the SDS.

a. Routine written reporting would provide background on the number of
members, attitudes and interests of groups. If violence was likely, or a
violent group was expected from outside London, written reporting would
be a way to check this. If there was sufficient time to pull a report
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101.

Absent any record, I am unable to recall any public order problems

arising from Mr Peach's death during my time as DCI.

Identification of activists
102.

I am asked to look at UCPI0000013727, which is a report attaching a

.photo of, a member of the Spartacist League. The report is signed by Trevor
Butler, not by me. Pictures were important because frequently photos were
taken of unidentified persons.

SB had a photographic unit which was

comprised of two photographers and one clerk. If requested, they would go on
demonstrations and take pictures. It meant that if you had an unidentified
picture of a demonstrator, a UCO could put a name to the face. It was very
useful because if the MPS were planning arrests, they would know what their
targets looked like. Every bit of information about a target is of interest as all of
the pieces build a picture. Negative reporting is also of use'; it may help
someone in later life, for example in relation to vetted jobs. Someone might
have been active as a student, settled down and distanced themselves from
the activist scene.

Contribution to policing and counter-subversion
103.

I am asked what the SDS did for the benefit of policing. In my view, the

SDS enabled a suitable number of officers to be deployed, or assisted in
enabling policing in a given circumstance, thereby avoiding the waste of public
money or insufficient policing.
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The Security Service
107.

I am asked about my personal contact or dealings with the Security

Service. I met with them regularly, at approximately 3 month intervals. I do
not know if there was an intention to have a meeting in the autumn of 1980. I
do not recall speaking to the Security Service on the phone, but I may have
done and certainly would have called them in order to arrange the meetings.
Any direct requests for intelligence from the Security Service would have come
from C Squad as they were the ones who had day to day liaison. The
documents in the pack give a very balanced picture of how the two agencies
would work with each other.

108.

We 'provided the Security Service with -intelligence, unavailable from

other sources, to assist them in their duty of countering subversion. The
Security Service Were, on occasion, able to provide supplementary intelligence
from their records which might expand upon information SB held, or assist the
SDS with targetirid. I cannot recall any specific instance at this distance of time.

109.

I 'have. Seeri MPS0728618-6, which is a record Of my.- meeting with

officers in connection with Operation Herne. That is not my recollection of what
I said, and I think that Operation Herne must have muddled what I meant. The
document notes: "The Security Service MI5 would have regular meetings with
the SDS supervisors, and virtdally have daily phone contact. Meetings with the
Branch would be held every two weeks or so. MI5 would often ask for particular
taskings. This Would be accommodated if possible nut (sic) not necessarily.
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infers that they found Mike Ferguson difficult. That is their view. I have a
different personality to my predecessor. It is in my nature to be open and
forthcoming. I felt that we had complementary roles and a relationship should
be mutually beneficial — probably weighted more towards us being useful to
them rather than them to us. Any meeting with an agency involved in similar
work is mutually useful, but I think we did more for them than they did for us.

Oversight Bodies
1 11.

No-one from any outside body with any form of regulatory or oversight

responsibility for policing visited the SDS during my tenure.

Leaving the SDS
112.

I left the SDS on promotion, on 5th January 1981. I remained on.S squad,

and the SDS was one of my responsibilities, until January 1982.

Post SDS police career
113.

I have set out details of my post SDS police career at the beginning of

this witness statement.

Any other matters
1 14.

There is no other evidence, in the context of my role as a DCI in the SDS,

which I can give-to the Inquiry. I am aware that I may be contacted again in
due course in relation to my later role in SB.
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• Raquest for documents
I do not have any documents or other information whch are potentlaily
.,:felevant.o..te.::inqufrytt terms of reference

Prior to this. Ihquiry,. .1. a d obtain a copy of my secord .of seryice
personal file from the MPS by way of a Data Protection Act request. I also saw
my witness pack in relation to my own deployment when I made my ft
ent;: 1 have conducted open source research online in relation to public

isorder in the relevant period. Other than this my memory aS not been
freshed by any other documents, and I. have not eferred to any dbcpments„
other than those in the bundle provided to me by th i nquiry for the purposes of

eking this statement

117.

I am male.

118

I would describe my racial origin as'white

I believe the content of this statement to be true.

Barry Moss
26 July 2021
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